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Part 1: Three Topic Pitches  

Topic Three: (Revised) 

How a Game Reward System Has Impact on Learning 

experiences to Children Age Group K-3 

This thesis proposal will study a reward system in an educational game. One of the 

primary challenges that educational game designers face today is how to design an 

educational game on behave children interests, which provide practical drills for 

children and also appeal to them. Especially in the age group kindergartners to 

Grade3 (age 6-9), they are just away from a preschool period. Thus, a game which 

provides an attractive reward system will be essential to stimulate kids learning 

motivations. The study mainly will focus on the following approaches: 



 Investigating and analyzing current game reward systems in educational 

games market including online and consoles games: I will examine the 

dominant reward systems and effectiveness of those systems. 

 Studying the importance of a game reward system through children 

psychology: From aspect of psychology, Kids’ age group 6-9 is one of many 

important transitions in human life, from playful toddlers becoming school kids. 

Can game reward system play a positive role in this transition that motivates 

kids learning? If so, how does it work? 

 Exploring the possibilities of combing digital and non digital materials to form a 

reward system that can enhance young kids’ motor-sensor skills beside the 

traditional ways. 

It will be mixed with 2D and 3D environment by combining sound effects, music 

and voice over. The development software would be combination of Photoshop, 

Illustrator, Adobe Flash and Unreal game engine. I will explore the possibilities 

of the reward system that be a main factor and provides better learning 

environment in game than general educational game environment for younger 

children from age 6~9. The game will offer one play mode and single subject. 

The content will be based on the Common Core State Standards from the 

http://www.corestandards.org/


California State Board of Education. This game will be a supplemental material 

for home learning but not in public school systems. 

 


